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bury, who was succeeded as Premier by Balfour. The Unionist
Government had gained a renewed lease of power by a General
Election in 1900. The South African War had checked the
normal " swing of the pendulum," for although the disasters of
the first stage of the war had reflected a good deal of discredit
on the Government, people remembered the old warning
against " changing horses while crossing a brook." Moreover,
the war had divided the ranks of the Liberals, for some of them
supported the Government in its policy towards the Boers,
while others were entirely opposed to it. Among those who
became extremely unpopular owing to their " pro-Boer " and
anti-war sentiments were the official leader of the party, Sir
Henry Campbell-Bannerman, and one of the most notable of
its younger members, Mr. Lloyd George.
But as soon as the war was over the tide began to turn strongly
against the Unionists, partly owing to their conduct of it, and
partly owing to the rising demand for a number of social reforms
which they showed no sign of carrying through. Then Cham-
berlain's fervent imperialism impelled him to take up a new line
of policy which hastened their decline in favour. In order to
draw the Dominions and the Mother Country more closely
together, he brought forward a scheme of Imperial Preference—
that is to say, he proposed that lower duties should be charged
on goods coming from other parts of the Empire than on foreign
produce. This involved putting fresh duties on the foreign
goods, and thus reversing the Free Trade policy under which
Britain's commercial and shipping supremacy had been built
up since the time of Peel. At first Chamberlain limited his
demands to a small duty on corn ; but the opposition was so
fierce that his fighting spirit was roused, and he went on to
advocate a thoroughgoing Tariff Reform—all-round " Pro-
tection " to prevent foreign countries from competing with
British-made goods in the home market. Whatever the merits
of his proposals, they completed the ruin of the Unionist party.
For some of the most important members of the party were
unconvinced by his arguments ; and, on the other hand, the

